Utile.network (UTL) is organizing the Token Contribution event from June 16, 2018.
until the end of token presale. We would like to invite all people who believe in our project
and support it to take part in the bounty program and be able to be rewarded for it.
Participants will be awarded an UTL token. The total number of tokens in the Bounty
program is 2 million tokens.
The program will run until the end of Token pre-sale.Prizes will be paid out within 30 days of
its completion.

UTL Tokens will be distributed in various campaigns, as below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bitcointalk.org signature campaign: 20% 400.000 UTL
Content Creation (blogs and media publications): 45% 900.000 UTL
Twitter Bounty: 20% 400.000 UTL
Bounty and White Paper Translation: 6,5% 128.800 UTL
Discretionary bonuses for the applicants who excel in their chosen campaigns. 8,5%
171.200 UTL

Conditions
General Rules:
1. The Bounty program begins on June 16, 2018 and ends at the end of token presale.
2. You must be over 18 years old to participate in the bounty program.
3. The prizes for each campaign have a limit and once this limit is reached, prizes will
no longer be processed or awarded.
4. Each user can participate only with one account per campaign. Users with duplicate
registration or duplicate accounts will be permanently blocked from the program.
5. To be able to participate in our bounty program, join the official Telegram @
Utile.network
6. All campaigns will be counted weekly.
7. All rewards given in the bounty program will be coming from designated pool of
tokens described in white paper as 'Bounty Contribution'
8. Participants that are disqualified for any reason will NOT receive any UTL tokens as
part of the bounty reward.
9. The Utile.network team reserves the right to change any rules or make any changes.
10. For technical support during the bounty campaign, please contact us through our
official @ Utile.network Telegram.

* All announcements regarding the bounty program will be published in our Telegram bounty
group. *

1. Bitcointalk Signature Campaign: 20%
To participate in this bounty campaign, please use this form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfLS4Ftw9nbs0BKwPrRAupa7Z1XHYhM5C9Hu
PUhGvtgLXtr2Q/viewform

*The signature must be held until the end of the
campaign, if you remove the signature in the middle of
the campaign, you will be disqualified.*
1. We expect you to post 8-10 constructive posts per week.
2. Entries must contain 40 words or more, and the answers should consist of 20 words
or more. Entries and responses with less than the minimum number of words will not
be eligible.
3. Entries must be constructive and on the subject. Spamming, low-quality posts,
copying, pasting text and non-subject posts will not be eligible.
4. Being banned during participation in the campaign will result in you getting
disqualified.
5. Only posts in the following boards will be eligible
Bitcoin : Bitcoin Discussion / Development & Technical Discussion / Project Development
Economy: Economics / Marketplace / Trading Discussion
Alternate cryptocurrencies : Altcoin Discussion / Announcements (Altcoins) / Mining
(Altcoins) / Marketplace (Altcoins) / Speculation (Altcoins)
6. The rank type on the Bitcointalk forum affects the number of tokens awarded and is
described in the summary.

Warning - If you do not meet the minimum number of posts for 2 weeks, you will not
receive any rewards and you will be disqualified from the campaign.

2. Content Creation (blogs and media publications): 45%
We encourage people to promote the Utile.network platform on forums, telegram groups,
Facebook groups, Lindedlin, Instagram, Reddit or any other social media websites.
The number of tokens awarded will depend on the quality and type of publication, each
person will be considered in an individual way.

Ways of promoting the Utile.network platform:
●
●
●

An article explaining how Utile.network platform works and listing of its features and
advantages.
Video presentation of how Utile.network platform works and listing of its features and
advantages.
Entry promoting the Utile.network platform and listing of its features and advantages.

To participate in the Bounty Publications campaign, please use this form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScNPQj-XBGbu1uSvegi9fAXalancXmbUy63AaX
ggRumAA0GMQ/viewform
Select the type of publication you intend to create and choose which social media platform
you will publish it on.You can choose several web pages on which your materials will be
shared, and by that receive more tokens.
Rules:
1. Movies and articles must be related to Utile.network: Tokens sale, Whitepaper
aspects, platform functions, founder system, reward protocol, etc.
2. Blog posts must contain a minimum of 250 words, and forum posts must have at
least 100 words.
3. Blogs, forums, films in languages other than English are also accepted at the sole
discretion of the founders of Utile.Network. Applicants who wish to create articles,
videos in a language other than English, please contact us first through the official
Telegram @ Utile.network.

*ANY NON-PRE APPROVED ARTICLE/VIDEO
CREATED IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE WILL BE
AUTOMATICALLY REJECTED*
4. All articles must contain links to ico.utile.network, the official telegram group and the
twitter account.
5. Videos and articles that are considered to be plagiarized will be rejected.
6. Publications removed or closed by the administration of the web page on which
content will be published will be disqualified.

3. Twitter Bounty: 20%
1. To participate in the Twitter Bounty campaign, please use this form.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc2b0unq8wqmo_xjz71EJC6F12Na915FZRBHT
wfccVcNJLlsw/viewform

2. Follow us on Twitter. @ Utile.network
3. Your account must be public and have a minimum of 500 authentic followers.
4. Your rank will be assessed by the number of your observers and the activity on your
account.
● You must do at least 1-2 tweets, 3 retweets and 1 pinned tweet each week.
● You can only retweet entries that are not more than 2-3 weeks old.
● You can publish up to 20 tweets / retweets per day during the campaign.
● Your twitter account must have at least 90% of the twitteraudit results.
5. You must select at least one of these three types of content below:
● Answer questions about Utile.net.
● Provide convincing reasons why people should participate in the following,
advertising and development of the Utile.net platform
● Provide constructive information about the token (token benefits, membership
as founder, business model, etc.).
6. Retweets must come from the official Utile.Network twitter account.
7. Accounts considered inactive, fake, or bot accounts will not be accepted.
8. Tweets can not be removed until the end of the bounty campaign.
9. All tweets must be public.
10. In order for the tweet content to be accepted, it must contain the hashtag #
Utile.network #UTL
11. Entries with fewer than 50 characters will not be eligible.
12. Joining with multiple accounts is not allowed.

4. Bounty + White Paper Translation: 6,5%
Utile.network rewards users who translate whitepaper, the Utile.network homepage and the
ANN thread

To reserve a language for translation, apply in this form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfIiyQZUd7vL1X-0lE3_fIadMYzgYPdTYv21lJ7W
yzVKQR8zA/viewform
1. Translations must be original and made only by the user. The us of Google Translate
and/or other tools is strictly prohibited and leads to disqualification.
2. Only one translation per person.
3. The translation may take up to 4-5 days. If this time is exceeded, then you will be
disqualified and the work will be granted to another candidate.
4. Beginners who have not had previous translation experience will not be accepted.

5. It is required to provide previous translations in the form upon applying.
6. Translations into the following languages will be accepted: Chinese, Korean,
Japanese, Indian, Russian, Spanish, Indonesian, Polish, French, German,
Malaysian, Portuguese, Hindi, Italian. Translation of languages not mentioned above
will not be accepted.
7. Each completed translation will require a volunteer reviewer to review the translation,
this person will receive the remuneration shown below on the list of prizes.

5. Discretionary bonuses 8,5%
1. After completing the bounty program, in addition, the Utile.network team will reward
participants who have contributed in a unique way to the platform's advertising.
2. To be eligible to qualify for the discretionary bonus, you must participate in one of the
four bounty campaigns.
3. Each participant will have the opportunity to receive an additional number of tokens
depending on his contribution to the development and advertising of the project.
4. Users who will participate in 2 or more bounty campaigns will be additionally
rewarded.
5. Bonus tokens will be granted according to the sole discretion of the founders of
Utile.network

Summary:
The number of tokens assigned per person will be taken into account depending on the
number of people participating in a given campaign and their involvement. At any time, we,
Utlie.Network reserve the right to withhold the recruitment of participants in any of the
individual campaigns, if the number of participants is too high.

Number of designated tokens for each campaign:
* Bitcointalk.org signature campaign:: 400.000
Ranking: Reward
Jr. Newbie 35.000 UTL
Member 40,000 UTL
Full Member 60.000 UTL
Sr. Member 65,000 UTL
Hero / Legendary Member 160,000 UTL
* Content (blogs and media publications): 900.000
Youtube 250.000

20 - 100k views 30,000 UTL
100 - 200k views 50,000 UTL
200- 500k views 70,000 UTL
more than 500k views 100.000 UTL
Blog 85.000
20 - 150 visitors or followers 10,000 UTL
150 - 350 visitors or followers 15,000 UTL
350 - 500 visitors or followers 25.000 UTL
more than 500 visitors or followers 35.000 UTL
Any other web page not mentioned above (Discussion forum, Facebook, linkedin, Telegram,
Reddit, Instagram.) 565 thousand
Publication on the websites mentioned above will be settled individually for each participant,
depending on the rank of the user on the given portal, the type of publication, description
and content contained in the presented post / entry / publication.
* Twitter Bounty: 400.000
Accounts with followers and tokens allocated to users:
500 - 1500 30,000 UTL
1500 - 3000 40,000 UTL
3000 - 4000 50,000 UTL
4000 - 6000 60,000 UTL
6000 - 8000 100,000 UTL
more than 8,000 110,000 UTL

* Bounty and White Paper translation: 128.800
Whitepaper
Translation

Chinese
Korean
Japanese
Indian
Russian
Spanish
Indonesian
Polish
French

5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL

Bounty Thread
Translation

1000 UTL
1000 UTL
1000 UTL
1000 UTL
1000 UTL
1000 UTL
1000 UTL
1000UTL
1000 UTL

Proofreading

1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL

ICO website

800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL

ANN Thread

800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL

German
Malaysian
Portuguese
Hindu
Italian

5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL
5.500 UTL

1000 UTL
1000 UTL
1000 UTL
1000 UTL
1000 UTL

1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL
1100 UTL

* Discretionary bonuses: 171.200

Bitcointalk.org signature campaign - 50,000 UTL
Content (blogs and media publications) - 50,000 UTL
Twitter Bounty - 50,000 UTL
Whitepaper and bounty translation - 21.200 UTL

.

800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL

800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL
800 UTL

